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prefer to call them, “wildlife habitat linkage zones,” and the 
banning of rodenticides in the city. A third effort, which 
is currently doing quite well is Let’s Buy a Mountain. Let’s 
Buy a Mountain is well on its way to fruition. According to 
the CLAW website, “The Laurel Canyon Association  in co-
ordination with CLAW has initiated an agreement to pur-
chase 17 acres of nearly pristine hillside in historic Laurel 
Canyon.  This land will be maintained as open space by the 
Mountains Recreation & Conservation Authority in coordi-
nation with CLAW and the Laurel Canyon Land Trust. This 
purchase will cost $1.6 million, which is way below market 
price.” This land will thus be protected from development.

What is the purpose of wildlife corridors? Wildlife cor-
ridors serve multiple purposes. CLAW describes a wildlife 
corridor as follows:
• A wildlife corridor, habitat corridor, or green corridor is an 

area of habitat connecting wildlife populations separated 
by human activities such as roads, fences or structures.

• A wildlife corridor is a stretch of land (and/or water) 
across which animals travel to feed, seek refuge and mi-
grate between seasons.

• A wildlife corridor allows an exchange of individuals 
between isolated populations, which helps prevent the 
negative effects of inbreeding and reduced genetic di-
versity.

• A wildlife corridor helps re-establish animal populations 
that have been reduced or eliminated due to random 
events such as fire, disease or overbuilding.

• A wildlife corridor moderates some of the worst effects 
of habitat fragmentation.

• A wildlife corridor is one of the only ways to maintain 
natural food chains.

• Without a wildlife corridor, animals can’t get to the food, 
shelter and mates they need to survive. 

One of CLAW’s biggest allies, in both the wildlife cor-
ridor efforts and the efforts to ban rodenticides, is Los 
Angeles City Councilmember Paul Koretz, who represents 
Los Angeles’ 5th District. He made the time to speak to us 
for this issue, and you can find his remarks in the Animal 
Welfare News section. He has been working hand in hand 
with CLAW since its inception, and devotes himself to a 
myriad of other animal issues as well.

The use of rodenticide, commonly known as rat poi-
son, wreaks havoc with the wildlife in the Santa Monica 
Mountains and elsewhere. These poisons are designed to 
kill rats, mice, gophers, and squirrels. This is primary poison-
ing. Secondary poisoning occurs when predators consume 
the poisoned prey. CLAW is working in concert with several 
entities in the City of Los Angeles to reduce and eventually 
eliminate the use of rodenticides within the City. Here are 
some numbers that should convince you of the dangers of 
rodenticide to wildlife. Simard quotes a UCLA wildlife biol-
ogist studying cats and wild cats. The numbers are stagger-
ing. 95% of the cats in the Santa Monica Mountains have 
been poisoned and 85% of the coyotes. There has been a 
major upsurge in the number of bobcats and mountain 

lions suffering from notoedric mange (feline scabies). This 
is a treatable disease that up until this point has been seen 
in domestic cats, not felines in the wild. Left untreated it 
can lead to death.

Tucci has spent considerable time studying the inte-
grated pest management program being utilized in the 
County of Ventura. It uses no rodenticides, costs less, and 
has produced positive outcomes. He hopes in time oth-
er cities and counties will adopt a similar program, and is 
working with the City of Los Angeles, and in specifically 
with the Rec and Parks Department to move them towards 
adopting something similar. 

Like Project Coyote, CLAW has accomplished much 
in a short lifetime. If you want to know more about them, 
or make a donation, please visit them at clawonline.org.

                 — MARY HOLMES
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PEAK recently had the opportunity to interview 
Alison (Ali) Simard and Tony Tucci, two of the three 
co-founders of CLAW. As animal organizations go, 
I’d have to call CLAW a hidden gem. I’ve lived in 
Southern California many years, and never heard of 

this fantastic group until Damon Nagami, of NRDC, suggest-
ed I talk to them. Like Project Coyote, CLAW is promoting 
biodiversity and coexistence, but it’s all being done right in 
Angelenos’ backyards. Its official birth was in 2013, but ele-
ments of the organization came together some five years 
earlier. 

I’m sure most of you have heard of P-22, the famous cou-
gar who makes his home in the Santa Monica Mountains. 
National Geographic photographer Steve Winter captured 
P-22 on film for the December 2013 issue of the magazine, 
complete with the Hollywood sign in the background. P-22 
may be called the poster child for wildlife conservancy and 
wildlife corridors in Southern California. But he just one of 
many animals threatened by development in Los Angeles 
County. That’s where CLAW enters the picture. Perhaps 
Tony Tucci, current CLAW director says it best. “If we real-
ly do have this majestic mountain range running through 
the heart of our city, if we are truly a biodiversity hotspot, 
we can’t just talk about it or feel good looking at the ani-
mals we’re displacing, corralling. We have to do something 

about it. We have to contribute.” Ali Simard further adds, “A 
city like Los Angeles has mountain lions – mountain lions. 
The only other city that has an apex predator of that cali-
ber in the world is Mumbai, India, in a mega-urban center 
like ours. In 2013, it was a really good idea to start CLAW. It 
would be about open spaces and wildlife protection in the 
City of Los Angeles.”

An apex predator, in simple terms, is the one at the top 
of the food chain. Scientists clearly state that apex pred-
ators are the key to maintaining ecosystems; they main-
tain a proper balance between prey species and the rest 
of the system. In this case, the local ecosystem is wedged 
between the 405 and the 5 freeways, which makes it a bit 
of a challenge.

CLAW’s goal, according to its website, is to “protect 
and restore environments of wildlife of Los Angeles and 
California from dwindling open spaces.” Their mission is 
“to promote, educate, and protect the fundamental im-
portance of wildlife, wildlife habitats and wildlife corridors 
everywhere.” As Tucci stated, “I’m thinking about our logo, 
and how important it was to get the land in the logo. You’re 
not just protecting the mountain lion, you’re protecting the 
earth he traverses.”

Right now, two of CLAW’s major efforts are protecting 
and enlarging Los Angeles area wildlife corridors, or as they 

In this wildlife issue we are profiling the work of two organizations who deal with inter-
species relationships between human and non-human animals. Both do amazing work in 
their respective areas of focus, and both are doing everything possible to ameliorate the 
challenges associated with coexistence in the 21st century. We had the opportunity to 
interview Camilla Fox, founder of Project Coyote, and Tony Tucci and Alison Simard, two of 
the co-founders of CLAW (Citizens for Los Angeles Wildlife). They explain why they founded 
their organizations, and what each is doing today. Project Coyote, based in the Bay Area, 
deals with wildlife concerns throughout the United States. CLAW, as you might assume 
from its title, deals with issues specific to the Los Angeles urban environment. Biodiversity 
and the interdependence of all species are catchwords in today’s environment. These or-
ganizations are making a difference; the work they do daily affects every one of us.
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